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Chapter 1

General Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the research field and objectives of

this thesis. In this thesis I have studied the atmospheric branch of the water

cycle. The Earth’s climate is undergoing one of its largest changes in its geo-

logical history. The water related issues, such as droughts, floods, heat waves

etc, are among the biggest concerns of climate change. The water cycle in the

atmosphere plays roles of a bridge, linking the climate change to the subsequent

water related issues. A better understanding of the processes of the water cy-

cle in the atmosphere is helpful for understanding and thus responding to the

climate change. The focus of this thesis was thus to build a better understand-

ing of the water cycle and to form a way to find the right signals behind climate

phenomena for further inspection. The research areas of this thesis are within

the domain of China. The thesis starts with a meteorological study on a heavy

rainfall event in Beijing, followed by three climatological studies focused on the

atmospheric water sources, transport paths, factors controlling the water vapour

amount, and the environment favourable for large summer rainfalls.
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1.1 Background

1.1.1 Water cycle

The water cycle, also known as the hydrological cycle, describes the constant

movement of water back and forth among various reservoirs (subsystems) in the

Earth system (Figure 1.1). In decreasing order of water amount held in stor-

age, the five main reservoirs of the hydrosphere are: the oceans, cryosphere, the

terrestrial waters, the atmosphere, and the biosphere (Peixoto and Oort, 1992).

Reservoirs are dominated by the ocean and the cryosphere. However, the most

accessible water for human consumption is in very small and unevenly dis-

tributed reservoirs across Earth, including ground water, streams, freshwater

lakes, and the atmospheric water. While some studies consider the largest reser-

voir of water in the Earth system is the mantle (lithosphere, e.g. Wallace and

Hobbs, 2006), there is no satisfactory estimate of the amount of water locked up

in the lithosphere (Peixoto and Oort, 1992). While all the subsystems are interre-

lated with each other and are critical to the state of the Earth, the terrestrial and

atmospheric branches of the water cycle are more close to human beings. They

are therefore most frequently studied by the earth scientists.

The terrestrial branch of water cycle consists of the movement of water on

and under the Earth’s land surfaces, the physical and chemical interactions with

Earth materials accompanying that movement, and the biological processes that

affect that movement (Dingman, 2002). The atmospheric branch consists of the

gain/input of water through evaporation and transpiration to the atmosphere,

the loss/output of water from the atmosphere through condensation/precipitation,

the distribution and spatiotemporal variations of (the amount of) water in the at-

mosphere, and the atmospheric transports of water. The two branches of the

water cycle join at the interface between the atmosphere and the Earth’s surface,

including the ocean. It is clear that the atmospheric and terrestrial branches of the

water cycle have to be considered as a whole, bringing together the disciplines

of meteorology, climatology, and hydrology (Peixoto and Oort, 1992).
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FIGURE 1.1: Diagram of the water cycle, showing how water is stored and
transported above, on, and below the surface of the Earth (https://pmm.nasa.
gov/education/water-cycle).

1.1.2 Atmospheric branch of the water cycle: A big picture

This thesis focuses on the atmospheric branch of the water cycle. The at-

mospheric branch has by far the smallest amount of water and is the one which

has the largest rates of exchange with the other components of the Earth sys-

tem (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Within the atmosphere, there is an virtually

unending circulation. Water begins its journey along the atmospheric branch of

the water cycle when it evaporates from the sea, lakes, rivers, and land surface.

This conversion to vapour is maintained by solar radiation, directly or indirectly.

Horizontal and vertical winds then transport the water vapour to other regions.

Water is unevenly distributed in the atmosphere. Therefore, selective processes

must be working quickly to offset the homogenizing effects of the rapid mix-

ing. These processes are the cooling, saturation, and cloud formation which take

place very quickly in rising air, and the equally rapid precipitation which re-

turns water and ice to the surface from all clouds more than about a kilometer

deep (McIlveen, 2010). If water falls as precipitation into the ocean, it is ready to

begin its cycle again. If the precipitation falls on the continent, a great deal of the

water returns to the ocean in a complex journey (Ahrens, 2009).

Although the amount of water in the atmosphere is small (Peixoto and Oort,

1992; Wallace and Hobbs, 2006), the atmospheric branch of the water cycle is

https://pmm.nasa.gov/education/water-cycle
https://pmm.nasa.gov/education/water-cycle
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of critical importance as it distributes water around the globe and between dif-

ferent reservoirs. Evaporation purifies water, uplifts it to higher altitudes and

therefore makes it possible to redistribute water globally. The vertical and hori-

zontal winds transport atmospheric water to other regions, following the global

circulation pattern. Precipitation converts water vapour to usable resources and

replenishes the land with freshwater. Working together, these processes largely

decide the availability of atmospheric water, the formation of precipitation, and

consequently the amount of water resources in a certain area.

A general understanding on the stocks of water among the major reservoirs,

the fluxes of water between reservoirs, and the average residence times in dif-

ferent reservoirs can be found in Peixoto and Oort (1992), Wallace and Hobbs

(2006), McIlveen (2010), and Ahrens (2009). They therefore will not be intro-

duced specifically here.

This thesis is dedicated to answer some of the basic questions related to the

atmospheric branch of the water cycle, including: Where does the atmospheric

water come from? How does it get transported to the target region? What con-

trols the amount of water in the atmosphere? And under what conditions does

precipitation tend to occur? These questions are fundamental, to our current un-

derstanding of atmospheric water cycle and to its further development in the

future.

1.2 Atmospheric branch of the water cycle: more details

The importance of atmospheric water vapour (i.e. atmospheric branch of

the water cycle) is widely accepted (e.g. Jones and Mitchell, 1991; Lavers et al.,

2014). Water vapour provides the single largest greenhouse effect on the Earth’s

climate (Dai, 2006). It is crucially important for the Earth’s radiation balance and

the formation of precipitation. The latent heat released when water vapour con-

denses and the cooling of air through evaporation or sublimation of condensate

significantly affects atmospheric circulations (Schneider et al., 2010).

Various aspects of water vapour have therefore been intensively discussed
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especially during the past two decades, such as: moisture/precipitation recy-

cling (e.g. Arnault et al., 2016), atmospheric rivers (e.g. Waliser and Guan, 2017),

water source region detection (e.g. Gimeno et al., 2012), monsoon transport (e.g.

Pathak et al., 2017), and the relationship with various variables and indices (e.g.

Li et al., 2014). While these works have greatly improved our understanding on

the atmospheric branch of water cycle, they have done so in a piecemeal way,

focusing on a specific individual process. My research (e.g. Chapter 4) seeks a

comprehensive understanding of influences from different processes.

In this section, some of the basic processes within the atmospheric branch

of water cycle will be introduced, together with the corresponding key research

questions.

1.2.1 The amount of atmospheric water

What decides the amount of atmospheric water vapour? As illustrated in

Figure 1.2, five processes play a direct role in the amount of atmospheric water

over a certain region respectively, including: local evaporation, local precipita-

tion, water vapour inflow and outflow transported by horizontal winds, and the

water-holding capacity of the atmosphere. These direct processes are related to

other indirect processes, making things even more complicated. For example,

local evaporation is affected by surface temperature (T2) and local precipitation

is closely related to the convective activity, which can be indicated by the out-

going longwave radiation (OLR, Chaudhari et al., 2010). The atmospheric water

vapour source region theory (e.g. Li et al., 2016) provides the opportunity to anal-

yse the impact of variation in the source region, which can be quite far away, on

the local water vapour availability. In this way, the effects of some of these inter-

actions can cascade up from local to planetary scales. Meanwhile, other effects

(e.g. the general circulation) tend to cascade down the various scales to ulti-

mately affect individual locations over time. Therefore, a comprehensive under-

standing on the overall effect of various processes on the amount of atmospheric

water vapour is a basic requirement to answer my research questions.
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FIGURE 1.2: Schematic diagram show factors affecting the amount of water
vapour in the atmosphere (CWV).

1.2.2 Evaporation

Evaporation is a collective term for all the processes by which water in the

liquid or solid phase becomes atmospheric water vapour. Evaporation is in-

fluenced by both the temperature of water and the difference between the ac-

tual number of vapour molecules and the total number required for saturation.

Winds can increase this difference by blowing vapour molecules away from the

water surface. Therefore winds enhance evaporation.

Over land, a considerable amount of water is added to the atmosphere through

evaporation from the soil, lakes, and rivers. For the evaporation from the leaves

of plants, ecologists and ecohydrologists tend to use the word transpiration.

Hydrologists tend to use the word evapotranspiration for the overall terrestrial

evaporation. In this thesis, I do not distinguish the difference in evaporation

from a water body, soil, or plant. They are simply all referred to as evaporation.

The importance of evaporation for the water cycle lies in the water supplied

to the atmosphere and the corresponding energy flux. Specifically, a quantitative

understanding of evaporation is of importance in the following aspects. First,

the difference between evaporation and precipitation defines water sources and

sinks of the atmosphere. In the context of climate change, analyzing the variation

of water source regions leads to better understanding of the water vapour supply

and the subsequent precipitation variability over target regions (Dingman, 2002;
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Li et al., 2016). Second, much of the world’s food supply is grown on irrigated

land, and irrigation is consuming a large amount of groundwater, leading to en-

vironment stress worldwide (Pimentel et al., 2004; Feng et al., 2013). Efficient

irrigation requires knowledge of crop water use (transpiration) and the local cir-

culation features, so that irrigation will be applied only as needed. Third, most

of the water lost via transpiration is used to grow plants that form the base of

the Earth’s land ecosystems. Understanding relations between transpiration and

ecosystem type is a requirement for predicting ecosystem response to climate

change (Dingman, 2002).

1.2.3 Precipitation

Within the water cycle, precipitation is the ending-point/output of the at-

mospheric branch and the starting-point/input of the surface hydrology. Precip-

itation is of critical importance to human beings because it is the source of water

resources. Meteorologists are interested in the formation processes, types, and

amount of precipitation (Ahrens, 2009). Hydrologists are interested in how the

amount, rate, duration, and quality of precipitation are distributed in space and

time, based on which they can further assess, predict, and forecast the subse-

quent hydrologic responses of precipitation (Dingman, 2002). Climatologists are

interested in the atmospheric water budgets to assess the moisture conditions for

a place during a certain period (Rohli and Vega, 2012).

1.2.4 Precipitation recycling and water source region detection

Precipitation that falls in a region can originate from three sources: water

vapour coming into the atmosphere by local evaporation, water vapour advected

into the region by wind, and water vapour that is already present in the at-

mosphere above the region. Over longer periods, the contribution of the last

source is negligible, and thus the main sources are expected to be local evapo-

ration within the region and externally advected water vapour (Brubaker et al.,

1993; Trenberth, 1999a). Based on this conception, it is natural to pose two ad-

ditional questions: (1) What are the exact percentages of the contribution from
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local evaporated and externally advected water vapour to local precipitation?

(2) Where does the externally advected water vapour exactly come from? These

two questions lead to the topics of precipitation recycling and water source re-

gion detection, respectively.

Precipitation recycling, also sometimes referred to as moisture recycling,

refers to the land-atmosphere feedback mechanism that a certain fraction of the

locally evaporated water over a given region falls back as precipitation over

the same region. This process is commonly characterized by the recycling ra-

tio, which is the fraction of precipitation due to local evaporation in the total

regional precipitation (Burde and Zangvil, 2001b; Arnault et al., 2016). The recy-

cling ratio depicts the role of land surface hydrology in the regional climate, and

the role of climate in the formation of surface and subsurface water resources

as well (Burde and Zangvil, 2001a). Therefore, it has been extensively used for

depicting the land-atmosphere interaction and for quantifying the dependency

of local climate on the land surface (e.g. Arnault et al., 2016; Hua et al., 2016).

Trenberth et al. (2003) suggested that the water vapour supply for moder-

ate to heavy precipitation locally relies heavily on advective sources of moisture,

originating from distances of about 3-5 times the radius of the precipitation re-

gion. From this perspective, local precipitation depends to a large amount on

the transport of moisture by the atmosphere from other regions. It is thus of

great importance to consider the sources and variability of the advected mois-

ture when considering causes of hydrological extremes (Trenberth, 1999a; Nieto

et al., 2006b). Furthermore, by analyzing the variability in water vapour source

regions (e.g., strength and distribution), the impact on water vapour availabil-

ity and subsequent precipitation variability over the target region can be better

understood and has the potential to be predicted (Li et al., 2016).

Obviously, the amount of recycled precipitation equals the local precipita-

tion minus the advected precipitation. Therefore, the methods for analyzing

these two topics share a lot of similarities. For precipitation recycling, good re-

views are available: Burde and Zangvil (2001a), and Hua et al. (2016). For water

vapour source region detection, more will be introduced in Section 3.1.
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1.2.5 Atmospheric water-holding capacity

While the source region is of obviously importance to precipitation, the

amount of water vapour in the atmosphere is more directly related to the oc-

currence, frequency, intensity, and amount of precipitation. Despite that nowa-

days we still do not have a full understanding of the mechanisms underlying

the water vapour-precipitation relationship, rainfall and column-integrated wa-

ter vapour (CWV) are found to be closely related in the tropics (e.g. Muller et al.,

2009). After all, it will not rain at all unless there is (sufficient) water vapour in

the atmosphere (Trenberth et al., 2003).

What controls the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere? Due to the

Clausius-Clapeyron relation regulating the water holding capacity of the atmo-

sphere, air temperature has been heavily documented in the water vapour re-

lated context (e.g. Back et al., 2013). However, the atmosphere is normally under-

saturated (Held and Soden, 2006), the water-holding capacity of the atmosphere

is not necessarily the dominant factor. Still, relatively few studies have been done

on the other variables and processes which can be associated with the amount of

water vapour in the atmosphere as well. A more comprehensive understanding

is called for, and a study on multiple variables is therefore needed.

1.2.6 Atmospheric water transport/Atmospheric river

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are long, narrow atmospheric corridors character-

ized by a large and highly concentrated water vapour flux. These corridors are

named as ARs because these features are visually comparable to some of the ma-

jor terrestrial rivers (Neiman et al., 2008; Sodemann and Stohl, 2013). The distin-

guished features of ARs are: 1) They are thousands of kilometers long and, 500-

1000 km wide; 2) Strong low level winds (≥ 12.5 m s−1 in the lowest 2 km); 3)

High water vapour content (e.g. CWV≥ 2 cm); 4) Large water vapour transport

(Cordeira et al., 2017). It is documented that 75% of the water vapor transport oc-

curs below 2.25 km altitude (Ralph and Dettinger, 2012) and ARs are responsible

for > 90% of the horizontal water vapour transport in less than 10% of the zonal
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circumference at midlatitudes (Zhu and Newell, 1998). Therefore, they play an

important role in the water cycle (Neiman et al., 2011).

Based on the distinguished features of ARs, there are two main approaches

used to identify ARs. The first methodology applies criteria on the CWV (in

terms of CWV amount, length and width, e.g., the areas with CWV larger than

2 cm, narrower than 1000 km, and longer than 2000 km). The second approach

uses the integrated water vapour transport (IVT, e.g., IVT250, which defines an

AR as a contiguous region ≥ 2000 km in length with IVT ≥ 250 kg m−1s−1). Re-

views of different methods to identify ARs can be found in Gimeno et al. (2014),

and Ramos et al. (2015).

There is a consensus that ARs are closely associated with synoptic-scale ex-

tratropical cyclones (Dacre et al., 2015). Climatologically, more ARs are found

during the winter because extratropical cyclones are prevalent in winter (Gimeno

et al., 2014).

However, debates exist on the dominant water vapour source supplying the

ARs. Many studies attribute the high water vapour content of ARs to the water

vapour transport from the tropics (e.g. Rivera et al., 2014). Bao et al. (2006) doc-

umented that while the enhanced CWV bands result mainly from local moisture

convergence, evidence existed that some enhanced CWV bands may be associ-

ated with a direct poleward transport of tropical moisture along the CWV bands

from the Tropics all the way to the extratropics. Recently, Dacre et al. (2015) docu-

mented the importance of local moisture sources associated with intense systems

in the North Atlantic:“It is shown that, as the cold front moves cyclonically toward the

warm front, causing the warm sector to narrow, local convergence of water vapor occurs

along the cold front and is thus responsible for creating the band of high TCWV.”

1.3 Overview of the present thesis

The present thesis aims to contribute to a better understanding of the water

cycle in the atmosphere. Specifically, it focuses on three fundamental questions

that may help us understand the atmospheric branch of the water cycle more

objectively and comprehensively. (1) Where does the atmospheric water vapour
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come from and how does it get transported to the target region? (2)What controls

the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere? (3) Which type of climate signals

favour large seasonal rainfall over northern China?

The following chapters (2-5) of this thesis are independent studies on the

theme of water cycle in the atmosphere. They are built on two peer-reviewed

journal articles and two submitted. Overview of these chapters will be provided

below, respectively. Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings and provides some

discussions. Chapter 7 provides a Dutch summary.

Despite the specific research areas of the four independent studies are dif-

ferent, they are all located within the domain of China. China is the world’s

most populous country, feeding 22% of the world’s population with only 7%

of the world’s arable land (Piao and Coauthors, 2010). About 90% of the coun-

try’s population and gross domestic product are concentrated in a much smaller

region, which has a remarkably monsoonal climate, the East Asian monsoon re-

gion. However, this densely populated area is prone to both floods and droughts

as a result of uneven spatiotemporal distribution of precipitation (Li et al., 2012a).

Chapter 2 is a preliminary meteorological study on a heavy rainfall event in

Beijing. In this chapter, basic circulation-related elements including the geopo-

tential height (GPH), air temperature, and wind component (i.e. uwind, vwind)

at upper-, middle-, and low-levels are thoroughly inspected. Distinguishing

characteristics of heavy rainfall in northern China have been identified and rela-

tionships between features at different pressure levels have been revealed. Wa-

ter vapour source regions and transport processes of a heavy rainfall event have

been detected.

Chapter 3 is a systematic research on the atmospheric water vapour source,

sink, and transport path for eastern China. The Lagrangian methodology (FLEX-

PART model, Stohl and James, 2004, 2005) has been applied to detect the atmo-

spheric moisture sources and sinks for eastern China. Rather than just applying

this well-known methodology to new settings, the present thesis, instead, took

this approach one step further and used its capabilities to reveal the source-sink

relationship at relatively high spatiotemporal resolution. Importantly, it can also

reveal the spatiotemporal evolution of the source-sink distribution.
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Where does the water vapour come from? Previous work tried to solve this

question by defining the so-called "uptake sector" in a somewhat arbitrary way.

We added the constraint of circulation features over the eastern part of China

into the trajectory model. In section 3.4, this new method is proposed to detect

the atmospheric water vapour sources of the eastern China and quantify their

importance. This approach enables us to depict the moisture transport processes

and reveal the fate of moisture from different sources for the first time.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to a comprehensive understanding of the water vapour

amount in the atmosphere. Simple but meaningful statistic tools were employed

to investigate the statistical relationships between the summer time CWV and

seven climatic variables in eastern China. The relationships between the selected

variables and the CWV were qualitatively investigated in section 4.3. Interest-

ing relationships have been found and discussed, such as: Does an increase of

surface evaporation necessarily indicate an increase of vapour content in the at-

mosphere? Can column water vapour (CWV) be negatively related to low-level

air temperature? Do winds blow water vapour into, or away from, a certain

region?

Our stepwise model generates quantitative results, but one should be cau-

tious to explicitly give the specific values of correlation coefficients for the reason

discussed at the beginning of section 4.3. Instead, in section 4.4, a new method

called proportional marginal variance decomposition (PMVD) method is intro-

duced. It allows us to compare the relevant importance of each variable quanti-

tatively, to identify the dominant climatic processes on CWV, and to discuss the

implications for understanding monsoon dynamics.

Chapter 5 aims for a comprehensive understanding of signals driving wet

summers in northern China. Importantly, a fundamental question has been raised

and discussed: To what extent can we believe the result of composite analysis?

Despite the wide application in numerous scientific fields and the apparent con-

flicts (section 5.1) of this methodology, most studies only depicted the result gen-

erated from the composite analysis without considering its reliability. Indeed,

composite analysis is "nonparametric" and no assumption has to be made about
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the structure of the connection (von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). However, it nei-

ther implies that the reliability of any composite analysis is necessarily existed

nor the detected connection is necessarily reasonable.

Despite the choise of the base period can largely affect the result of the com-

posite analysis and thus its reversibility, section 5.4 shows that the composite

analysis is highly reliable when it has been formed appropriately. Based on

the signals extracted from composite analysis, 10 of the 13 wet summers can

be "predicted" retrospectively in this study. Our reversibility analysis has fur-

ther been cross-validated, which shows the regional mean summer rainfall can

be predicted with mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) lower than 6%.
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